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Abstract. In this work we present a method for selecting instances for
a writer identification system underpinned on the dissimilarity representation and a holistic representation based on texture. The proposed
method is based on a genetic algorithm that surpasses the limitations
imposed by large training sets by selecting writers instead of instances.
To show the efficiency of the proposed method, we have performed experiments on three different databases (BFL, IAM, and Firemaker) where
we can observe not only a reduction of about 50% in the number of writers necessary to build the dissimilarity model but also a gain in terms of
identification rate. Comparing the writer selection with the traditional
instance selection, we could observe that both strategies produce similar
results but the former converges about three times faster.

1

Introduction

The concept of dissimilarity [9] has been used successfully to deal with several pattern recognition problems. In the case of writer identification [2] and
signature verification [1], the dissimilarity-based classifiers using a dichotomy
transformation have been proved a good alternative since i) they can deal with
a large number of classes by reducing any pattern recognition problem to a 2class pattern, ii) the ability of using disjoint sets for training and testing, and
iii) the model is scalable in the sense that we do not need to train it each time
a new class (writer) is enrolled into the system. In this approach the feature
vectors are extracted from both questioned and reference samples and then the
dissimilarity feature vectors are computed. In ideal conditions, if both samples
come from the same writer (genuine), then all the components of such a vector
should be close to 0, otherwise (forgery), the components should be far from 0.
Figure 1 illustrates this transformation.
The difference vectors plotted in Figure 1b compose then the training set T
that will be used to train the 2-class classifier. As pointed out in the literature
[6], in practice, T contains useless information for the classification task (that
is, superfluous instances which can be noisy or redundant) therefore a process
to discard them from T is needed. This process is known as instance selection
[6] or prototype selection [5].
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Similarly to feature selection, instance selection algorithms can also be classified into two categories based on whether or not instance selection is performed
independently of the learning algorithm used to construct the classifier. If instance selection is done independently of the learning algorithm, the technique
is said to follow a filter approach. Otherwise, it is said to follow a wrapper
approach. The literature shows that the wrapper approach produce better results, however, it involves the computational overhead of evaluating candidate
instance subsets by executing a given learning algorithm on the database using
each instance subset under consideration.
The literature shows different strategies for wrapping a classifier into the
instance selection process. Several of them formulate the problem as a search
problem using different algorithms, such as Tabu Search [11], Sequential Floating
Search [7], and Genetic Algorithms [3]. In the case of Genetic Algorithms, the
straightforward approach consists in using a binary coded chromosome where the
size of the chromosome is the number of instances available for training. This
strategy produce good results but it shows its limits as the number of instances
available for training gets larger.
In this work we deal with instance selection for writer identification using
the dissimilarity representation. To overcome the limitations imposed by large
training sets, we proposed selecting writers instead of instances. In other words,
if a given writer is not selected, all his instances are removed from the training
set. In the proposed method, the selection takes place before the dichotomy
transformation, therefore only the instances of the selected writers are used to
build the dissimilarity space.
To assess the proposed method we have used the writer identification system
described in [2]. In this system the handwriting is first transformed into a texture
and then different descriptors are used to generate the vectors in the feature
space. Then, it applies the dichotomy transformation to create the dissimilarity
representation where a SVM classifier is trained to discriminate between positive
(writer) and negative (not writer) classes. Through a set of comprehensive set
of experiments on three different databases, using a classifier trained with two
textural descriptors (LBP and LPQ), we show that the proposed writer selection
method is able to reduce considerably the number of writers necessary to build
the dissimilarity model, in about 50%, while improving the identification rates.
We also show that the performance of the selection mechanism is related to
the number of references available for training and testing. Results show that
when few references are available, which is true in most of real problems, the
writer selection process appears to be more relevant. Finally, we compare the
proposed approach with instance selection and show that it converges much
faster producing similar results.

2

The Writer Identification System

As stated before, the method introduced in [2] was used to assess the proposed
method. For the sake of clarity we reproduce it in this section. Given a queried
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Fig. 1. The dichotomy transformation: (a) three classes in the feature space and (b)
two classes in the dissimilarity space

handwritten document and a reference handwritten document, the aim is to determine whether or not the two documents were produced by the same writer.
Let V and Q be two vectors in the feature space, labeled lV and lQ respectively.
Let Z be the dissimilarity feature vector resulting from the dichotomy transformation Z = |V − Q|, where | · | is the absolute value. This dissimilarity feature
vector has the same dimensionality as V and Q.
In the dissimilarity space, there are two classes that are independent of the
number of writers: the within class (+) and the between class (−). The dissimilarity vector Z is assigned the label lZ ,

lZ =

+ if lV = lQ ,
− otherwise

(1)

Figure 1 illustrates this transformation. Suppose there are three writers,
{ω1 , ω2 , ω3 }, and each one of them provides some samples. The feature extraction
process extracts a vector from each sample, and these are shown in Figure 1a.
Then, a dichotomy transformation takes place and computes the dissimilarity
between the features of each pair of samples to form vectors. The distribution
of such vectors, which we call dissimilarity feature vectors, are shown in Figure
1b.
We can see in Figure 1 that the dichotomy transformation affects the geometry of the distribution. In the feature space, multiple boundaries are needed to
separate all the writers. In the dissimilarity space, by contrast, only one boundary is necessary, since the problem is reduced to a 2-class classification problem.
The number of samples in the dissimilarity space is larger, because these samples
are made up of every pair of feature vectors. We can also see in Figure 1 that,
if both samples come from the same writer (genuine), then all the components
of such a vector should be close to 0, otherwise they come from different writers
(a forgery), in which case the components should be far from 0. This is true
under favorable conditions. However, as in any other feature representation, the
dissimilarity feature vector can be affected by intra-writer variability. This vari-
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ability could generate values that are far from zero, even when the dissimilarity
between the samples produced by the same writer is measured.
As mentioned earlier, one advantage of this approach is that even writers
whose specimens were not used for training can be identified by the system.
This characteristic is quite attractive, since it obviates the need to train a new
model every time a new writer is introduced. In our experiments, we emphasize
this feature by using disjoint sets of writers for training and testing.
The framework underpinning the identification system works as follows. Initially, a handwritten document is converted to a texture image. Then, the texture
is split into n equal parts, Ri (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), which are sent to the feature extraction module. The resulting feature vectors, Vi , are stored in a database. When
a queried handwritten document is presented to the system, it is also converted
to a texture and split into m equal parts, Si (i = 1, 2, . . . , m). These m textures
undergo the same feature extraction process, and so creating the feature vectors
Qi . Then, the dissimilarity feature vectors Zi = |V i − Qi| are computed and
sent to the SVM classifier, which yields a decision on each dissimilarity feature
vector. The final decision, is based on combining these partial decisions, and is
obtained by means of a fusion rule.
The dissimilarity framework requires the classifiers to discriminate between
genuine (positive) and forgeries (negative). To generate the positive samples
to train the SVM classifier, we computed the dissimilarity vectors among
the

R genuine samples (references) of each writer which resulted in R2 different
combinations. The same number of negative samples is generated by computing
the dissimilarity between one reference of one writer against one reference of
other writers picked at random. In this work we assess the impact of the number
of references per writer in the writer selection process.
2.1

Feature Extraction

In order to generate the texture, the document is binarized and scanned topdown and left-right to detect all the connected components of the image. The
bounding box of the remaining components is then used to extract the original
components of the gray level image. The components in gray levels are then
aligned with the new image using the center of mass of the bounding box. This
algorithm, described in details in [2], compacts the handwriting generating texture images. Then, the texture is segmented into nine 256 × 256 blocks. Figure
2 shows two examples of the handwriting texture produced by two different
writers.
After creating the textural fragments, the next step consists in dealing with
representation. The literature shows us a long story of research in texture representation but recent works have shown that Local Binary Pattern (LBP) and
Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) appear to be a very interesting alternatives
to represent texture. They have been successfully applied to different problems
achieving promising results. Besides, they are quite easy to implement. In this
work, we have used the traditional LBP configuration, i.e., LBPu2
8,2 with 59 components and the 256 dimensional feature vector produced by the LPQ.
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Fig. 2. Examples of handwriting textures from two different writers.

3

The Writer Selection Method

The selection mechanism is based on a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with bit representation, one-point crossover, bit-flip mutation, stochastic uniform selection,
and elitism which is implemented using a generational procedure. The following
parameter setting were employed: population size: 20, number of generations:
100, probability of crossover: 0.8, and probability of mutation: 0.01. In order to
define the probabilities of crossover and mutation, we have used the one-max
problem, which is probably the most frequently-used test function in research
on genetic algorithms because of its simplicity. This function measures the fitness of an individual as the number of bits set to one on the chromosome. The
population size was determined through experimentation.
Let A = W1 , W2 , . . . , Wn be the pool of n writers and B a chromosome of
size n of the population. The relationship between A and B is straightforward,
i.e., the gene i of the chromosome B is represented by the writer Wi from A.
Thus, if a chromosome has all bits selected, all writers of A will be used to train
the classifier.
In this work we have adopted a wrapper approach where each solution created
by the genetic algorithm is a SVM classifier trained on the training set (TR) using
5-fold cross validation. It uses a Gaussian kernel and the parameters C and γ are
determined through a grid search. After training, the solution is assessed on the
validation set (VAL#1) where we compute the Equal Error Rate (EER), which
is given by Equation 2
Equal Error Rate =

FP + FN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(2)

where FP, FN, TP, and TN stand for False Positive, False Negative, True Positive, and True Negative, respectively. The minimisation of the ERR is the measure of fitness of the genetic algorithm.
During the search the performance of the classifier on VAL#1 may continue
to improve, but its performance on a independent validation set will only improve
to a point, where the classifier start to overfit VAL#1. To avoid this overfitting,
a second validation set (VAL#2) is used to monitor and stop the evolutionary
algorithm. Finally the solution the minimises the ERR on VAL#2 is evaluated
in the the independent testing set (TS).
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Experimental Results

In order to build a reliable experimental protocol to assess the proposed selection
method we have performed the same experiments on the three aforementioned
databases using two different textural descriptors, LBP and LPQ. As described
in Section 2, the dissimilarity-based system uses a certain number of references
for training (R) and testing (S). To produce a final decision, the system combines all partial decisions produced on S using a fusion rule. Based on previous
experiments [2], the fusion rule that provides the best results is the Sum rule.
To show the reproducibility of the proposed strategy, three databases were
considered in this work, the Brazilian Forensic Letter (BFL) database (Freitas et
al. [4]), the IAM database (Marti and Bunke, [8]), and the Firemaker database
[10]. To meet the requirements of the proposed method, all databases were divided into four independent partitions, i.e., training (TR), validation 1 (VAL#1),
validation 2 (VAL#2), and testing (TS). The BFL database was divided into
four subsets: 25, 60, 60, and 115 writers for TR, VAL#1, VAL#2, and TS, respectively. Each writer is represented by 9 blocks of texture (256 × 256 pixels).
The IAM database was divided into four subsets: 50, 125, 125, and 240 writers
for TR, VAL#1, VAL#2, and TS, respectively. Each writer is represented by 9
blocks of 256 × 128 pixels. Finally, the Firemaker dataset was divided into four
subsets: 20, 45, 45, and 90 writers for TR, VAL#1, VAL#2, and TS, respectively.
Each writer is represented by 9 blocks of texture of 256 × 256 pixels.
Our previous experiments also show that the best results were achieved when
the number of references available for training and testing are maximised, i.e.,
R, S = 9. One aspect we analyse in these experiments is the impact of the number
of references in the writer selection process. To that end, we have performed the
experiments using R, S = [3, 5, 9]. All experiments were performed three times
so the identification rates are the average of three runs. The four partitions of
the databases were randomly generated for each experiment.
Table 1 compares the identification rates on the BFL database. It shows that
the proposed method is able to reduce in about 50% the number of writers in
all scenarios. In the case of the classifier trained with LBP using few references
(R,S=3), besides reducing the number of writers the writer selection method also
brought an important gain in terms of performance, about 5 percentage points.
Table 1. Results on the BFL database
Ref.
R,S
3
LBP 5
9
3
LPQ 5
9

With Writer Selection
% σ # of writers σ
95.1 0.01
9.6
2.3
95.7 0.02
12
1.0
98.0 0.01
14
4.3
95.5 0.01
11.3
0.6
98.3 0.01
13
3.5
99.4 0.01
14
1.0

Without Writer Selection
%
# of writers
89.5
25
94.7
25
99.8
25
96.5
25
99.1
25
99.0
25
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In the second experiment we have applied the same protocol in a bigger
database, the IAM. Table 2 shows the results for IAM database where we can
observe a similar behavior, i.e., reduction of the number of writers in about 50%
and improvement in terms of identification rate.
Table 2. Results on the IAM database
Ref.
R,S
3
LBP 5
9
3
LPQ 5
9

With Writer Selection
% σ # of writers σ
68.2 0.03
26
2.6
76.5 0.02
25.6
1.38
91.3 0.01
28.6
1.1
77.5 0.08
26.3
1.1
81.8 0.02
22
1.7
93.1 0.01
27.3
1.15

Without Writer Selection
%
# of writers
60.0
50
74.0
50
91.0
50
75.0
50
77.0
50
92.0
50

In the third experiments we have considered the Firemaker database, which
contains different handwriting styles such as upper-case and copied text and also
forgeries. The results for the Firemaker database are reported in Table 3 and
follows the same pattern exhibited by the experiments on BFL database. The
number of writers was reduced in about 50% and the performance was improved
when few references were available.
Table 3. Results on the Firemaker database
Ref.
R,S
3
LBP 5
9
3
LPQ 5
9

With Writer Selection
% σ # of writers σ
96.7 0.02
10.3
1.5
91.9 0.01
9.3
1.5
96.7 0.01
12.3
0.5
98.1 0.01
8.6
0.5
98.9 0.01
11.6
4.9
97.8 0.02
10.3
1.5

Without Writer Selection
%
# of writers
94.4
20
91.1
20
97.7
20
96.6
20
96.6
20
98.8
20

A final experiment was performed to compare the results of the proposed
method with the traditional instance selection approach. In this case we have
used the BFL database for R = 9 and the LPQ-based classifier. The size of the
chromosome is the number of instances available per writer. Considering the 25
writers times 9 references, the size of the chromosome is 225.
Table 4. Instance versus writer selection on the BFL database for R = 9 and LPQ
Method
Rec. Rate (%) writers instances time (seconds)
Writer Selection
99.4
14
117
84021
Instance Selection
99.4
25
113
215680

The consequence of dealing with a large search space is a higher computational overhead. Table 4 shows that writer and instance selection arrives to
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very similar solution, in terms of performance and number of instances, but the
proposed strategy uses a considerably reduced amount of time.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we have discussed a method for selecting instances for a writer identification system underpinned on the dissimilarity representation and a holistic
representation based on texture. The proposed method is based on a genetic algorithm that surpasses the limitations imposed by large training sets by selecting
writers instead of instances.
Our experiments on different databases show that the proposed method is
able to reduce in about 50% the number of writers necessary to build the dissimilarity model while improving the identification rates. Comparing the writer
selection with the traditional instance selection, we could observe that both
strategies produce similar results but the former converges about three times
faster.
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